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University of California at San Diego, La Jolla, California 92037 
Characterizations of Lindenmayer systems in terms of Chomsky-type 
grammars and stack machines are presented. Systems with cellular interaction 
as well as without cellular interaction are studied. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
L-systems, also referred to as developmental systems and as Lindenmayer 
systems, were introduced by Lindenmayer as a model for the development of
some simple organisms. The organism is assumed to be a linear array of cells, 
each of which is a finite automaton. The transition rules for the cells are 
expressed as rewrite rules of the form used in Chomsky-type grammars. 
L-systems differ from Chomsky-typc phrase structure grammars in two ways. 
In an L-system, one is required to rewrite every symbol (cell) of the array 
(organism) at each step of the derivation. Also, L-systems generally, do not 
have any, notion of nonterminal symbols. All intermediate sentential forms 
are considered to be in the language generated, since they, represent he 
organism at some stage of its development. This paper contains all of the 
necessary definitions of L-systems and how they operate. However, the reader 
unfamiliar with this model may wish to consult some of the earlier work on 
L-systems in order to get additional motivation for the subject. See for 
example Lindenmayer (1968a, 1968b, 1971). We assume that the reader is 
familiar with the elementary results and notation in the field of formal 
language theoD,. Definitions of those terms used here without definition may 
be found in Hopcroft and Ullman (1969). 
A common practice in formal language theory is to characterize classes of 
languages in terms of accepting devices. This provides an alternative view 
of the class and frequently gives new insights into why some languages are in 
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this class and others are not. Rozenberg (1973c) has given a nice characteriza- 
tion of L-systems without cellular interaction. In this paper we present an 
alternative characterization ofL-systems without cellular interaction. We also 
consider L-systems with cellular interaction. As a first step twoard this goal, 
we introduce a new device called a tally pushdown automaton (tpda). This 
device is similar to the PAC machine (pushdown array of counters machine) 
of Rozenberg (1973c) and the cpda (cancellation pda) of Savitch (1973). The 
class of languages accepted by these machines trictly includes the class of 
all L-languages. By placing restrictions on these machines, we are able to get 
machine characterizations of L-languages without cellular interaction and of 
L-languages with two-sided cellular interaction. 
The methodology used is to characterize the various classes of L-languages 
in terms of special kinds of phrase structure grammars and then to design 
parsing machines for these kinds of phrase structure grammars. 
2. PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS 
2.1. Notation. We will use standard notation from formal language 
theory. A partial list of our notation and conventions follows. 
2.1.1. Let C be a finite set of symbols. C* denoted the set of all strings 
over C. C + denotes the set of all nonempty strings over C. C k, C <k, and C< k 
denote the set of all strings over C of length k, less than k, and less than or 
equal to k, respectively. 
2.1.2. Let A and B be sets of words. AB denotes the set of all words of 
the form aft, where a is in A and fl is in B. If B is a singleton, that is B = {b}, 
we will write Ab rather than A{b}. [A I k, I A '<k and I A !<k denote the set 
of all words in A of length k, less than k, and less than or equal to k, respec- 
tively. 
2.1.3. We will use the convention that small Roman letters generally 
range over symbols and small Greek letters range over strings of symbols. 
We will some times write (x, y )  for the ordered pair (x, y). The convention 
is not absolute, but the angular parentheses usually mean that the pair (x, y )  
is being used as a single symbol in some alphabet. 
2.1.4. The empty string will be denoted by A. 
2.1.5. If  c~ is a word of length at least k, then pre(k, e) will denote the 
first k symbols of ~ and suf(k, e,) will denote the last k symbols of a. 
Intuitively, a (k,/)L-system is a nondeterministie algorithm which describes 
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how some organism develops from its initial form. The language generated 
by the (k, l)L-system is the set of all forms which the organism can assume 
in a lifetime. The formal definition is as follows. 
2.2. DEFINrrIONS 
2.2.1. A (k, /)L-system is a four tuple D :-- (C, P, A, e), where 
(i) C is a finite nonempty set of symbols called cells or cell types. 
(ii) A is a finite nonempty set of strings from C-:-. A is the set of 
possible start configurations of the organism. 
(iii) e is a symbol not in C. The symbol e is called the end marker and 
corresponds to the external environment.  
(iv) P i sa funct ion f rom[e*C*  1~ × C × ' ,C 'e*  '~ into the class of 
finite, nonempty subsets of C*. 
We will write @, a,/3) --+ y if >' is in P(oz, a,/3). The intuitive meaning of 
(o~, a,/3) -~ y is that the cell a may divide to form the string of cells y when- 
ever a has cells ~ on its left and cells/3 on its right. ( In the case where y is 
null, it is usual to refer to a as dying rather than dividing.) The expression 
(c~, a,/3) -+ y will be referred to as a rewrite rule or simply as a rule. P will 
be referred to as a set of rewrite rules. I f  c~ .... /3 = A, then we will sometimes 
write a - *  y rather than (~, a,/3) --+ y. 
If  k == l = 0, D will be called a OL-system. When k and l are arbitrary, 
or are understood from context, we will call D an L-system. 
2.2.2. I f  o~ and/3 are in C*, we write ~ ~'z~/3 or ecw =-'o e/3e and say c~ 
derives/3 in one step, provided the following holds. The string c~ := ala2 "'" a,~, 
for some n > 0, the string/3 = YlYz ' "  Yn and, for i = 1, 2 "" n, 
(suf(k, d:ala z "" ai_~), a i ,  pre(1, ai. tai,., "" a, ,d))  ~ Yi  
is a rule in P.  
The reflexive, transitive closure of =D,  is denoted %s) • When no confusion 
results, we will write ~ and *-- rather than =>D and *>D • 
2.2.3. The  language generated hv D is denoted L(D)  and is defined to be 
the set of all strings c~ in C* such that cr ~ % for some cr in A. If  a set of 
string can be generated by some (k, l)L-system, it is called a (k,/)L- language. 
I f  k and l are both nonzero, then the language is called a two-sided 
L-language. 
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2.3. EXAMPLE. D defined as follows is a (1, 1)L-system. D --  (C, P, A, e), 
whcre C = {a, b}, A = {baa}, and t '  consists of the following rules: 
<e, b, x> -~ b 
<e, b, x> --~ b 2 
(b, b, x> ~ b 
(x,  a, y> --~ a s 
fo rx  =bandx  =a,  
fo rx :=bandx  =a,  
fo rx  =bandx- - -a ,  
for x in {a, b} and y in {a, e}. 
No other rules will even be applicable. We will never find an a between two 
b's, for example. Therefore, we have not bothered to put in rules for these 
situations, even though the definition of L-system technically requires them. 
L(D)  = {b"aZmi m ~ n ~ 1}. 
3. TALLY GRAMMARS 
A tally grammar is a restricted kind of Chomsky-type phrase structure 
grammar. It  is a phrase structure grammar in which each rule is either a 
special kind of context-free rule or a special kind of erasing rule. Formally, 
the definition is as follows. 
3.1. DEFINITION. 
3.1.1. A tally grammar is a seven tuple G -- (1", T, P, E, S,], D, where 
(i) /" and T are two finite, disjoint sets of symbols called terminal 
and tally symbols, respectively. 
(ii) E is a subset of T called the end symbols. 
(iii) S, ], and [ are three symbols not in . l 'w T and called the start 
symbol, right bracket, and left bracket, respectively. 
(iv) P is a finite set of rewrite rules of the form a --+ tl]y[t 2 , for a 
in I '  U {S}, ~ in F* and both t 1 and t~ in T. 
3.1.2. Let a and /3 be strings over I ' u  Tt_){], [, S}. We write c~ :*aft  
and say a derives/3 in one step, if any of the following conditions hold. 
(i) c~ =: 4m¢,/3 = q~tl]y[t2~ and a --~ tl]~[t 2 is a rule in P. 
(ii) ~ - • ~[tt]~b,/3 ~ ,~4J and t is in T. 
(iii) c~ - -  t]/3 or a ==/3[t, where t is in E. 
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If (ii) or (iii) hold, then we refer to the step ~ =-a fl as a cancellation step 
and say that the string deleted, [tt], t], or [t, has been cancelled. 
Following standard usage, we will write ~>~ for the rettexive, transitive 
closure of =>G and will drop the subscript G, when G is clear from context. 
3.1.3. The language generated by G is denoted L(G) and consists of all 
strings c~ in : '*  such that S ~'G c~. If a language is generated by some tally 
grammar, then it is called a tally' language. 
3.1.4. A tally grammar G = (F, T/', P, E, S, ], D is said to be apure  
tally' grammar if T contains exactly one symbol, E = T and, for each a in 
F u {S}, P contains at least one rewrite rule of the form a --+ @,[t. 
These grammars are called pure tally because the tally symbols can serve 
no purpose other than to count ("tally") the number of times that rewrite 
rules arc applied to a given location. 
If G is a pure tally grammar and t is the unique symbol in T, then we will 
usually write "]" and "["  rather than "t]" and "[t." Since there is only one 
symbol in T, no confusion can result. 
3.2. EXAMPLES. G defined in each of the following ways is a tally grammar. 
3.2.1. G defined as follows is in fact a pure tally grammar. Let G -= 
(F, T, P, E, S, ], D, ,,:here f ' :  : {a, b}, T := E = {t}, and P consists of the 
three productions: S .... ]ba[, b -~ ]b2[, and a --+ ]a2[. (Following our conven- 
tion for pure tally grammars, we are writ ing "]" for "t]" and "[" for "[t".) 
L(G) -- {b"-'aV' l n ~ 0}. 
3.2.2. Let G = (F, T, P, E, S, 1, D, where l '  --- {a, b}, T = (_P u {S}) × 
(Fu  {S}), E is the set of all pairs (x ,y )  such that x ~-- S or y --: S and P 
consists of the following productions: 
S-+ (S, S)]baa[(S, S)  
b --~ ,(S, b)]b[(b, x) 
b -~ (S, b)]b2[(b, x) 
b -~- (b, b)]b[(b, x) 
a --7 (x, a)]a2[(a, y)  
fo rx  - bandx  = a 
fo rx  = bandx  : :a  
fo rx  = bandx  =:a  
for x in {a, b} and _3' in {a, S}. 
L(G) = {b'~a2m [ m ~ n ~ I}. 
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The following is a sample derivation. 
S ~ (S,  S)]baa[(S,  S )  -~ baa[(S, S )  
=- (S, b)]b[(b, a)aa[(S,  S )  
::> b[(b, a)aa[(S,  S )  :~- b[b, a)(b, a)]a"[(a, a)a[(S,  S )  
=>- ba"[(a, a)a[(S,  S )  ~ baZ[(a, a)(a,  a)]a"[(a, S ) [ (S ,  S )  
=> ba2aZ[(a, S ) [ (S ,  S )  :.~- bai[(a, S )  ~ ba 4 
3.2.3. Lct G --: (F, T, P, E, S, ], D, where F = {a, b}, 
E .... {d l ,  ?/1, d4, ?/t} 
and P consists of the following productions: 
S .... nl]abababa[n. 1 
a ~ d,]a2[di for i 1, 2, 3, 4 
a -,. ni]a[n~, for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 
b --~ d~]b[d,~x for i = 1, 2, 3 
b -,- n¢]b[n i ~1 for i -= 1, 2, 3 
b - ;  d.,]b[n a 
b-.-~ n~b[d.j 
L(G) .-: {a2"ba2~ba2"ba2" I n, m ~ 0}. 
To see this, think of the tally symbol d~ as meaning divide in the ith block of 
a's. Think of the tally svmbol ni as meaning do not divide in the ith block 
of a's. The following is a sample derivation. 
S -~ nl]abababa[n 4 
~- abababa L~ dx]aZ[ d~dl]b[ d.,d2]a2[ dzdz]b[ dJ3]a2[ d~d,~]b[ dad4]a2[ da 
% aZba2ba'~ba2 *~. nl]a[nlna]a[nlnl]b[n,.,n2]a[n2n2]a[n2n2]b[d3a2ba 2 
% a2baZb[dza2ba 2 * a2ba2b[d:,d:~]ae[d3d:~]aZ[dzd3]b[d4d~]a2[d,fl4]a2[d 4 
% a2ba2ba4ba4. 
As we shall see, tally languages are a natural generalization of L-languages 
and will be used in deriving machine characterizations of L-languages. In 
order to show that every L-language is a tally language, we will need the 
following lemma. 
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3.3. LEMMA. Suppose G :--- (1; T, P, E, S, ], D # a tally grammar, 
and/3 are hz 1"", ,~ ~;- /3, and c~ ~ /3. In thb case the derivation c~ ~- /3 may 
be rearranged to be of the form 
. . . . . .  -~ '" " '5 ,  c~ =-ala. ~ a,~ ~  xl]yl[y~.%]yz[y e xn]y,~[yn YlYe 7,~ 
where, the ai are sbzgle symbols and for each i .... I, 2,..., n, ai ~ x,.]yi[yi b the 
first rule applied to ai and for ag i < n, y~. = x~ t 1 • 
Pro@ To simptfy notation, we will assume that G is a pure tally grammar. 
The proof is the same in the case where G is an arbitrary tally grammar. 
Since c~ :/: 8, at least one a, is rewritten. Let a~ --, ]y:[ be the first rule applied 
to a i .  (We are following the convention of writing ]y~[ rather than t]-/i[t, 
where t is the unique tally symbol.) Sincc/3 is in F*, all brackets must be 
cancelled out. Thc only way this is possible is if ai._~ and ai+ t are both rewritten 
by rules a:_~ ~ ])';-t[ and az~ ~ ]y~,l[. Similarly, the brackets produced by 
rewriting a~_~ and a i ~.1 must be cancelled. So, a~__~ and az ~.., must be rewritten. 
Proceeding in this way we see that all the a~ are rewritten. Furthermore, the 
brackets produced by the first rule applied to a~ must canccl with the brackets 
produced by the first rules applied to a:_ l and ai,1 and not with any 
other brackets. (If a i is on one of the ends, then only one of ai_ 1 and ai,. ,
need be considered. E must contain the tally symbol and so all the end 
brackets canccl.) Now all rules other than cancellation rules are context-free 
rules. Furthermore, the cancellation rulcs exhibited in the statement of the 
lemma must occur at some point in the derivation. So it follows that the 
derivation may be rearrangcd as indicated. 
The next lemma will be used, in the next section, to show that tally 
grammars have a machinc characterization. It says that every derivation in 
a tally grammar is equivalent o a leftmost derivation. Leftmost derivations 
for tally grammars are roughly the same thing as leftmost derivation for 
context-free languages, lndccd, the result follows from the fact that man}' 
rules in a tally grammar are context free. The formal definition and lemma 
are as follows. 
3.4. D1-;F1NITION. Let G := (F, T, P, E, S, ], D be a tally grammar and 
let a be a word in L(G). A derivation S * c~ is said to be a leftmost derivation 
if the derivation is of the form S =-/30 -2/31 ~/3,, ~ . . . .  --./3, - c~, where 
(i) If  ill - :  t]~ for some t in E, then/31+t -= s c. 
(ii) If/3~ ---: fl[tt]f2 and/%+1 .-- ~:~4:2, where t is in T, then no cancella- 
tion rules apply to ~:1, and every occurrence of a terminal symbol in sex appears 
in ~. 
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(iii) I f  fli = selasez and fii+t = setta]7[t2se2, then no cancellation rules 
apply to set and every occurrence of a terminal symbol in set appears in c~. 
(iv) I f f i ;  : -  sea[t and fli+t " sex, then no other cancellation rules apply 
to sel[t and every occurrence of a terminal symbol in sex appears in ~. 
Notice that whenever condit ion (ii), (iii), or (iv) is satisfied, then sel must he 
of the form O[t1[t., "" [t,~, where 0 is a prefix of c~, n >. 0 and each ti is in T. 
The derivation given in Example 3.2.2 is a leftmost derivation. The derivation 
given in Example 3.2.3 is not a leftmost derivation. I t  should be noted that, 
since terminals can be rewritten there is no such thing as a leftmost step. 
Being a leftmost derivation is a property of the derivation as a whole. 
3.5. LEMMA. If G is a tally grammar, then every word in L(G) has a 
leftmost derivation. 
Proof. The result follows from the fact that all rewrite rules are either 
context-free or are cancellation rules and that, furthermore, the cancellation 
takes place in a unique way. Every t] and [t is either on an end or else has a 
unique [t or t] that it cancels with. Formal ly  the details are as follows. 
We show the following claim by induct ion on the length of the derivation 
involved. The lemma follows immediately from this claim. (The definition 
of leftmost derivation for this situation is identical to Definit ion 3.4 with S 
replaced by se.) 
Claim. Suppose se and c~ are in (F  U T w {S, [, ]})*, no cancellation rule 
applies to se and c~ is of the form ~[ta[t 2 --" I t , ,  for some ~ in F ×, some n ~ 0 
and some ti in T. Under  these assumptions  e ~ c~ by a leftmost derivation. 
I f  se : ~, the result is vacuously true. So assume se =/= ~. Let  se : Oar, 
where a is the leftmost occurrence of a terminal symbol in se whichever gets 
rewritten in the derivation se -~ ~. Let  a -~ tt]~,[t 2 be the rule appl ied to this a. 
'[ 'he derivation se -~ c~ can be decomposed into the form se .-~: Oar ~ O'av' 
O'q]~,[t2v' *~ ~, where 0 -~ O' and v -~ v'. So the following is a valid derivation 
of se ~- c~: s e - -  Oar ~ Otl]~,[tav ~ O'tl]),[tav' * ~. 
Since t 1 must cancel and since every occurrence of a terminal symbol in 
0 occurs in ~, it follows that 0 .... O[t 1 , for some O. So the derivation se ~ 
may he rearranged to the form: 
se : :  Oar --~ O[tlti]y[t.2v :~ O~,[t2v * a. 
I f  v is not of the form t~]~, for some ~, then no cancellation rule applies to 
Oy[t,,v and so the result follows by applying the induction hypothesis to 
Oy[t2v ~ ~. The case where v has the form t2]P is a bit more complicated. By 
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postponing the rule that concels [t,atz] we can rearrange Oy[t.,~, ~> o~ to tlm 
following form. 
, t t p t Oy[t.,~ = Or[t2td~ ~> Oy [t~ [t.~ ... [t, [t2tdt,, ] ... t2']t(]~" 5> @'~" ~. 
t t t By' induction hypothesis, 07' ~> 0y [tx [te ' "  [t,' by a leftmost derivation. So 
~: ~- c~ may be rearranged to the following leftmost derivation. 
~ * Or[lay Or[ t , , t2 ]~ * * , , , . . .  . - , ,  , . . . .  0, / [ t  1 [&. [ t , ' [ t .2t2]¢ ,  -.- O , / ' [ t l ' [ t , , '  [ t~  v ~. 
3.6. TItEOREM. For any natural nuntbers k and l amt any (k, l)L-system, D, 
we can find a tally grammar, G, such that L(D) := L(G). Furthermore, if D is" a 
OL-system, then G will be a pure tally grammar. 
Proof. We will exhibit an algorithm to obtain G from D. The tally 
grammar obtained from D by this algorithm is called the canonical tally 
grammar associated with G and will be used to get machine characterizations 
of L-systems. 
3.7. DEFINITION. Let D - (C, P, A, e) be a (k, 1)L-system, where k and l 
arc arbitrary natural numbe,'s. The canonical tally grammar associated with D 
is the tally grammar G -= (1; T, PG , E, S, ], D, where 
(i) F=. :CandS =e.  
(ii) ] and [ are two new symbols. 
(iii) 7'is the set of all pairs (c~,/?), where a and fl are strings in (Fro {S})*, 
the length ofc~ is k and the length of~ is I. 
(iv) E i s  the set of all pairs (c~,fi) in Tsuch  that either.a = S *: or 
/3 --- S ' .  
(v) Pc, contains all productions of the form S--~ (S  e, S"/]a[(S I':, S'), 
where cr is an element of A. P(; also contains all productions of the form 
a -~ @, ~:)]y[@, fl), where 
(1) @, a, 5) -*  Y is a production in P, 
(2) ~: =-: pre(l, aft), 
(3) o = suf(k, ~a). 
For example, the tally grammar in Example 3.2.2 is the canonical tally 
grammar associated with the L-system in E×amt)le 2.3. 
If  D is a OL-system, then T consists of exactly one symbol, namely (A, A )  
and, hence, G is a pure tally grammar. So, in order to prove Theorem 3.6, 
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it will suffice to show that L(G)  == L(D), where D is an L-system and G is 
the canonical tally grammar associated with it. A straightforward but tedious 
induction on the number of steps in a derivation shows that L(D)  is included 
in L(G) .  For example, suppose k = l = 2 and consider a single derivation 
step ea ia  2 .. .  a~,e :~ eT~y`2 ... y~e in D, where each a s is rewritten by the rule 
(ai_`2ai_x , ai , ai#lai+`2> --> ~i • 
This single 1) step is accomplished by the following 2n + 1 G steps. 
a la  2 "'" a n :~ (ee,  aza`2>]yx[(ea: ,  a`2aa>aza a "'" a n 
• ~ (ee,  a :a`2>]y l [ (ea l ,  a`2aa>(eal ,  a2aa>]y,z[(a:az,  aaaa> 
"" (ai_`2ai_i  , a ia i+l>]y i [ (a i_ la~ , a~ lai~,2> 
• "" (a . _2an_ : ,  a ,~e>]yn[(an_ la=,  ee> 
~- yx[<ea l ,  a2az) (eax ,  azaa>]y`2[<ala2, azaa> 
• "" (a,~_`2an_i ,  ane>]y,~[(an_xa.~, ee> 
-~ yly`2[ ( ala., , aaa4> < axa`2 , aaa4> ]ya[ < aea8 , a,ta~> 
• "" (a.~_2ar,_ 1 , a .e>]yn[ (a ,~_ :an ,  ee> 
:*-> 717 '2  "'" 7n  • 
In order to show that L(G) C L(D) ,  we will prove the following by induction 
on the number of steps in a derivation. 
I f  0 and/x arc in F* = C* and 0 L- t* in G, then 0 ~>/x in D. (~) 
I f0  =/x ,  the result is trivial. So, assumc 0 :/:/x. By Lemma 3.3, the deriva- 
tion may be written in thc form 
0 = ala`2 .. .  a n ~ <%, ~:I>]Yl[<Pl ~1)<°~2 , ~:2>]Y`2[<P2, f1 > G 
• " "  <~., ~.>]r.[<o~, 5.> ~G y~r~ " ' "  ~ ' .  d ~" ~'" 
By induction hypotheses, YW`2 "'" Y~ ~n/~.  So, it will suffice to show that 
0 ~1) Y172 "'" Y~. Since a i - , .  (oq ,  ~ i ) ]7 i [ (P i ,  fli> is a rule in Pc; ,  <o~i, a i ,  fl,:) ->  
74 is a rule in P. To show that 0 ~9 Yl~'2 "" Y,,, it will suffice to show as - :  
suf(k, e~ala2 "" a i -1)  and fl~ = pre(/, as.. la~,2 "'" a,,e'). To simplify notation, 
assume that i is far enough from the end that suf(k, e~a:a2 .." a~_:) .... 
a i -ka i _k+:  "'" a i -1 and pre(/, ai . :a i+2 "" a,~e t) ~ ai., lai+., "" ai~. t . I t  is casy 
to check that things workout at the ends, once one sees that they work out in 
the middle of 0. 
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So we want to show ,% ..... a~_kai_k~  ... ai_ 1 and fl~ = ai~_lai~ 2 "." ai.,z. 
We know [(Pg--1 , ,8i-1)(c~, ( i)]  cancel and hence, (Pi-1, fii-1) := @i ,  ~:i). 
So c~ i = pi--1 • Now, by definition of G, Pi-t  :-- suf(k, Oq_lai_l). So ~x i ends 
with symbol ai_ 1 . By similar reasoning, c~i_ 1 ends with symbol a;_.2. So 
ai = Pi-1 == suf(k, c~i_lai_l) ends with the two symbols ai_2ai_ l . Proceeding 
in this way, we deduce that c~ i -- ai_kai_k41 "" ai_ 1 . 
Similarly,, [ (p i ,  [Yi)(CXi+l, ~i+1)] cancel. So, (p i ,  f l i )=  (c~i~l, ~-i,~). In 
particular, /31 - -  ~:i+1 • Now, by definition of G, ~i+1 --  pre(l, ai.,1/yi~x ). So, 
/3i .... ~:i.1 begins with ai.1 • Similarly,/3i~-1 begins with ai ,2 .  So fli == ~:i~1 : :  
pre(l, ai~afli-1) begins with ai_la,_2. Proceeding in this way, we deduce that 
fli : - ai~.lai,'a "'" ai.,z . Thus we have shown that @uf(k, e~ala.a "" ai_l), a~ , 
pre(l, ai~,ai~o. "'" a ,d ) )  -+ Yi is a rule in P for all i. So 0 :->D YlY2 "'" Yn , and 
hence, 0 :>D YlY2 "" Yn ~->D /X. So ('1") is proven. 
Now that (]') is established, it is easy to show L(G)  C_ L(D) .  Suppose/ ,  is 
in L(G) .  Then S ='v tl]O[te *->~; 0 e>~; ix, for some 0 in F × = C*. Since 
S .... t~]O[t, a is in Pc, we know, by definition of G, that 0 is in A. Since 0 ~ t~ 
in G, we know, by (]'), that 0 Z- / ,  in D. So 0 *z)/*, for some 0 in A. So / ,  
is in L(D) .  But ~, was an arbitrary element of L(G) .  So L(G)  ~ L(D) .  This 
completes the proof of Theorem 3.6. 
The converse to Theorem 3.6 is not true. Example 3.2.3 is a tally grammar 
but the language generated by it is not an L-language. A proof that it is not 
an L-language appears in Rozenberg and Lee (1973). Tally grammars do 
seem to be a natural extension of L-systems. Although we have no precise 
characterization of tally languages in terms of Lindenmayer-l ike systems, 
it is not too difficult to get a feel for what type of developmental phenomena 
they represent. They seem to correspond to developmental systems in which 
the rewrite rule applied to a cell can depend on any finite amount of informa- 
tion in the string, even if this information cannot be derived from the cells in 
the immediate vicinity, of the cell rewritten. For example, tally, grammars can 
simulate rules of the form: rewrite a as a" if there is a c any where in the string. 
As another example, the reader can (after familiarizing himself with the 
techniques in this section) readily verify that every Table L-language can be 
generated by a tally grammar. Table L-languages are discussed in Rozenbe,'g 
(1973a). The converse to Theorem 3.6 does, however, hold in the case of pure 
tally' grammars. 
3.8. "]*IIEOREM. Let  L be any nonempty set of  nonempO, strings. L is a 
OL- language i f  and only i l l .  can be generated by some pure tally grammar.  
Proof. By Theorem 3.6, we know that every OL-language is generated by 
643/a7/1-4 
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some pure tally grammar. So it will suffice to prove the converse. Suppose 
G --- (I', P, E, S, ], D is an arbitrary pure tally grammar such that L(G) is a 
nonempty set of nonempty strings. We will define a OL-system D such that 
L(D) --- L(G). Let D = (C, Po ,  A, e), where C .... F, A is the set of all 
strings a such that S--+ ]a[ is a rule in P, e =: S and PD contains all rules 
a ~ V such that a is in C ~ 1' and a -~ ]V[ is a rule in P. Since L(G) is a 
nonempty set of nonempty strings, it follows that A is a nonempty set of 
nonempty strings. Since G is a pure tally grammar, P and hence PD contains 
at least one rewrite rule for each a in C = I'. So D is indeed a OL-system. 
The proof that L(D) =- L(G) uses the same techniques as those used to prove 
Theorem 3.6. Hence, we will only sketch the proof. 
We will first show L(D) ~L(G).  Suppose c~ is in L(D), then a 5"D cq for 
some a in A. Since a is in A, S- -~ ]a[ is in P. So S ~c  ]a[ -~c, a[ =>a a. So 
it will suffice to show a ~-G c~. To see these, note that each step ore  * ~ in D 
can be accomplished by a sequence of steps in G. For example, consider the 
single derivation step ata2""a n --D 717~"'Y, , ,  where each a; is rewritten 
as Yi. This single D step can be accomplished by the following 2n I 1 G 
steps: 
. . .  " ' "  • 
In order to show that L(G) 
on the number of steps in a 
If a and fl are in F* 
C L(D), we will prove the following by induction 
derivation. 
= C* and ~ -~ B in G, then c~ *~ fl in D. (]') 
I fa  = fl, the result is trivial. So assume a @ ft. By Lemma 3.3, the derivation 
may be written in the form 
:~ ala, ,""  a .  *~ ]71Ely~['"lr.[ * r172 " " r .  ~"/~. G G G 
By induction hypotheses, Vx)'., "'" ?',, ~ ft. Also, since ai -~" ]7i[ is a rule in P 
for each i, it follows that the rules ai ~ "/i are all in Po • So the following 
is a valid D derivation of/3 from c~. 
D 
Thus we have shown (j'). To see that L(G) C_ L(D), proceed as follows. If 
fl is inL(G) then S * [3. So S =>c, ]a[ *-~a 13 for some (~ in A. So N ~c, ]a[ ~a  
(~ *>a ft. So by (~F), a ~ fl in D. But cr is in A, so fl is in L(D). So L(G) C L(D), 
and hence L(a)  = L(D). 
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4. TALLY PDA's 
A tally grammar is very much like a context-free grammar. As such the 
language generated by it can be parsed in much the same way a context-free 
language can be parsed. In particular, there is a device, analogous to a pda, 
which does the parsing in a natural way. The device is called a tally pushdown 
automaton (tpda) and can be described, informally, as follows. It consists of 
a restricted type of nondeterministic finite control connected to an input tape 
and two pushdown stacks. One stack is called tile ordinary stack; the other 
stack is called the tally stack. The input tape behaves like that of an ordinary 
pda. The tape head can read but not write and is constrained so that is never 
shifts left. The machine has a special set of symbols called tally symbols. 
The tally stack can only hold tally symbols (plus one special symbol to mark 
the bottom of the stack). The ordinary stack can hold tally symbols and 
symbols from the input alphabet (and two special symbols, one to mark the 
bottom of the stack and one to serve as a start symbol). In a single move the 
machine behaves as follows. If  there is a tally symbol on top of the ordinary 
stack, it is taken off of the ordinary stack and put on top of the tally stack. 
I f  there is a symbol from the input alphabet on top of the ordinary stack then 
the machine may do two different sorts of things. If  the symbol on the 
ordinary stack matches the input symbol currently scanned, it can pop the 
symbol off the stack and advance the input head to the next input symbol. 
Whether or not the symbol on the ordinary stack matches the input symbo! 
scanned, it may do the following. It removes the top symbol from both 
stacks. On the basis of these two symbols it then chooses, in a nondeterministic 
way, one tally symbol and a finite string of input symbols. It places the tally 
symbol and the finite string of input symbols in the ordinary stack with the 
tally symbol going in first. The machine accepts like a pda accepting by empty 
store. Both stacks must be empty, for acceptance. Initially, the tally stack is 
empty, so at the beginning of a computation, the machine does a slight vari- 
ation on the above type moves. A slight variation is also allowed at the end of 
a computation. 
It should be noted that tpda's do not allow arbitrary state transitions, as do 
most common acceptors. This may, at first, sound like a shortcoming of the 
model. Allowing arbitrary finite control would make the model cleaner. 
All an arbitrary finite control adds to a model is regular sets and all regular 
sets are L-languages. The problem however is not in adding regular sets but 
in how they are added. The languages accepted by a model with an arbitrary 
finite control would be closed under intersection with regular sets. Rozenberg 
and Lee (1973) have shown that L-languages are not closed under intersection 
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with regular sets. So, any machine characterization of L-systems cannot 
include arbitrary state transitions. Since the state transitions are limited, 
they are absorbed into the description of how the machine proceeds from one 
configuration (ID) to another. Hence, the formal definition makes no explicit 
mention of states at all. This is atypical but, as we just noted, something like 
this is necessary when studying L-systems. The formal definition of a tpda is 
as follows. 
4.1. DEFII~ITIO~S. 
4.1.1. A tally pushdown automaton (tpda) is a six-tuple M -~ (Z, A, 3, 
Z0, $, ¢), where 
(i) Z and/ I  are two finite disjoint sets of symbols called input and 
tally symbols, respectively. 
(ii) Z0, $, and ¢ are three symbols not in ~ 'u /1  and called the 
initial stack symbol, initial tally symbol and final tally symbol, respectively. 
(iii) 8 is a function from (d v) {S}) × (2 t.) {Z0, ¢}) into finite subsets 
of ~'* × 2 with the following restriction. For each t in /1, 8(t, ¢) is either 
empty or equal to {(A, ¢)}. 
The intuitive interpretation of 8 is simple to describe. I f  M has t 2 on top 
of the tally stack, a on top of the ordinary stack, and (y, tt) is in 8(t~, a), then 
in may do the following: pop t 2 and a from the tally and ordinary stacks, 
place t 1 on the ordinary, stack, place 7 on the ordinary stack on top of t 1 . 
( I f  t., = S, then it is not popped. I f  a ---- ¢, then M may choose not to push 
down t I . These situations only arise at the beginning and end of a computa- 
tion.) 
4.1.2. An instantaneous description (ID) of M is a four-tuple ('6, ~b, ~, fl), 
where '6 and ~J are in ~7", cx is in (zl t.d {$})* and fl is in (Z k.) zl L/{Z0, ¢})*. 
The ID ('6, ~b, cz, fl) is to be interpreted as follows. The input is '6~b and the 
input head is scanning the first symbol of ~b. The contents of the tally stack is ~. 
The right end of a corresponds to the top of the stack. The contents of the 
ordinary- stack is fl and the left end of/~ corresponds to the top of the stack. 
4.1.3. The relation v-- M , or ~ if M is clear from context, is a binary 
relation on ID 's  which holds if the tpda, M, can go from the first ID to the 
second in a single step. More formally, ~--m holds under the following 
conditions. 
(i) ('6, ~b, $, aft) ~---M (6, ~, $, ytfl) if (7, t) is in 3($, a), and a is in 
w {Zo}. 
(ii) ('6, ~b, ~xq, aft) ~---,~t ('6, ~b, e~, 7t2fl) if (~, t2) is in 3(tx, a), a is in 
Z' and t 1 is in A. 
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(iii) (96, a96, x, ajS) ~--M (96a, ~b, A, 5) for x = A or $, a in Z' and any 
96, $ and 5. 
(iv) (96, ~b, c~, t~) ~--M (96, ~b, at,/~) for any t in A and any 96, 4~, c~, and ft. 
(v) (96, ~b, cxt, ¢) ~--M (96, ~b, c~, y) for any t in A such that 8(t, ¢) = 
{(A, ¢)} andy - : A or ¢. 
The reflexive, transitive closure of ~--M is denoted by ~*.~1 •
4.1.4. The language accepted by M is denoted N(M)  and is defined 
to be all strings {: in 27* such that (A, {:, $, Zo¢ ) .~*M (~, A, A, A). 
4.1.5. The tpda M is said to be a pure talley pda provided: 
(i) A contains exactly one element, t. 
(ii) 8(t, a) is nonempty for all a in Z' V) {Zo, ¢}, and 
(iii) 3(t, a) --: 3($, a) for all a in Z' v) {70}. 
4.2. EXAMPLES. M defined in each of the following ways is a tpda. 
4.2.1. M defined as follows is in fact a pure tally pda. Let M = 
(27, A, 8, Z0, S, ¢), where Z' .... {a, b},/I = {t} and 8 is defined as follows: 
a($, &)  ,-= {(ha, 0} 
a(S, b) - -  {(b:, t)} 
a(t, e) - -  {(b 2, t)} 
a(t, a) := {(a~, t)} 
a(t, ¢) = {(A, ¢)}. 
(The definition of pure tally tpda requires that 8 be defined everywhere. To 
simplify the example, we have only given values for those arguments that can 
occur in some computation.) 
N(M)  = {b2"a 2" [ n >~ 0}. The following is an example of an accepting 
computation. 
(A, b4a 4, S, 70¢ ) ~ (A, b"a 4, $, bat¢) ~ (A, b~a ~, $, bbtat¢) 
~-- (A, b4a 4, $, b"tbtat¢) t-- (b, bah 4, A, btbtat¢) 
~-- (b z, b" ~r t, A, tbtat¢) ~-- (b 2, boa 4, t, btat¢) 
(b 2, b2a 4, A, b~ttat¢) ~- (b 4, a 4, A, t~at¢) 
~*:- (b 1, aa, t 2, ate) I-- (b 4, a 4, t, aat2¢) 
b-- (b 4, a 4, A, a~la&¢) - -  (b4a 2, a s, A, ta&¢) 
(b4a 2, a 2, l, at"¢) ~ (b4a ~-, a 2, A, a2ta¢) 
, *- (b4a 4, A, A, ta¢) m (b4a,*, A, t a, ¢) 
~-- (b4a 4, A, t, ¢) ~ (b'ta 4, A, A, A). 
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4.2.2. Let M = (Z, A, 8, Z0, $, ¢), where X = {a, b}, A ---- {a, b, Zo) × 
{a, b, Z0} and 3 is defined as follows. 
~($, Zo) = {(baa, (Zo , Zo))} 
3($,b) ={(b , (b ,x ) )~.x  =bora}U{(b  2 , (b ,x ) ) lx  =bora)  
8((b, b>, b) -- {(b, (b, b>), (b, (b, a))} 
$((b, a>, a) = {(a ~, (a, a>), (a 2, (a, Zo>)} 
8((a, a>, a) = {(a s, (a, a)), (a 2, (a, Zo))} 
~((z,,, zo), ¢) = ~((a, z0), ¢) - (A, ¢)} 
8(x, y) is empty for all other x and y 
N(M) -{b"a2" Jm >/n ~ l}. 
A pure tally pda is similar to the PAC machine (pushdown array of counters 
machine) of Rozenberg (1973c). The similarity is easier to see, if you regard 
strings of tally symbols as a registers containing the integer n, where n is the 
length of the string of tally symbols. With this convention, the tally stack can 
be thought of as a register ather than a stack. As we shall see, pure tally 
pda's accept exactly the same languages as PAC machines, namely the 
OL-languages. The machines do, however, have significant differences. 
A pure tally pda is a symbol-oriented machine, while a PAC machine has a 
strongly arithmetical orientation. 
We now proceed to show that tpda's are equivalent to tally grammars. 
4.3. TnEORE.M. For any tally grammar G we can find a tpda M such that 
L(G) -- {A} -- N(M) .  Furthermore, if G is a pure tally grammar, then M will 
be a pure tally pda. 
Proof. Let G - (/', T, P, E, S, ], D be a tally grammar. Define a tpda, 
M, as follows. M ,= (27, A, 3, Z0, S, ¢), where, X ~ F, A - -T ,  Z o = S, 
$ and ¢ are two new symbols and 3 is defined as follows: 
(i) For each a in Z' u {Z0} , 3($, a) is the set of all pairs (7, t) such that 
a --~ ~]7[t is in P for some f in E. 
(ii) For each a inZ 'and  each t 1 inA,  3(t 1 ,a)  is the set of all pairs 
(7, t2) such that a ~ tl]7[t ~ is in P. 
(iii) For each t in A, g(t, ¢) .... {(A, ¢)} if t is in E and 3(t, ¢) is empty 
if t is not in E. 
(iv) 3(x, y) is arbitrary for all pairs not mentioned in (i), (ii), or (iii). 
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The tpda's in Examples 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 were obtained by this const,'uction, 
from the tally grammars in Examples 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, respectively. I f G is a 
pure tall}, grammar, then ill is clearly a pure tally pda. So it remains to show 
that N(M)  = L(G) .  In order to see that L(G)  C N(M)  note that, by Lemma 
3.5, every ~: in 1;(G)  has a leftmost derivation and the tpda M with input s e, 
can simulate the leftmost derivation S ~- ~:. 
In order to prove that N(M)  ~L(G) ,  we  will need facts (1) through (3). 
All of these facts are immediate from the definition of 31. We need one 
preliminary definition. Let f be the homomorphism from (Xw A)* :-= 
( I '  u T)* into (F u T u {[})* defined by: f ( l )  = [t for t in A and f (a )  ..... a 
for a in Z' :-= F. Let 0, v range over 2.'* and .%/3, c~', fl' range over (XU A)*. 
(1) I f  (A, v, $, 70¢) if- (A ,  v, $, /3¢),  then S -*-- f ( f l ) .  
(2) I f  (0, v, a,/3¢) *-  (0, u, ~' , /3 '¢) ,  then f(~/3) :*-> f(~z'/3') with no can- 
cellation at the ends of the string. 
(3) If  (0, v, a, ¢) if-- (0, ,,, A ,  A ) ,  thenf(~) N A. 
Now assume ~: .... ata,, "" a,~ is in N(;ll). By the definition of tpda, it follows 
that the computation 
(A, axaz .. .  a,~ , $, 70¢) * (a~a.a "" a~ , A ,  A ,  A )  
can be decomposed as follows. 
(A,  a,a,, "" a,, , $, 70¢ ) -*- (A ,  a ,a  2 ... a,, , S, a,/31¢ )
i - -  (a l  , a.2 "'" a~o , A , /31¢ ) 
• (al ,  ao a,,, A, a2/3.2¢ ) Y- - - - -  - ' ' "  
(ala2 , a a "" a,~ , A ,  ,&¢) 
• *- (a la2 ,  a a "" a,~, A ,  aa/3a¢ ) 
• - (a lae "'" an 4 ,  an ,  A ,  a,,/3,i¢) 
,-*- (ala., "" a~_.la ~ , A ,  A , /3 , , c )  
' (a la  2 "" a ,  , A ,  ~x, ¢) 
_7_ (a la  z . . .  a~, , A ,  A ,  A ) .  
So by (1), (2), and (3), the following is a valid derivation of S *~ s ~. 
S ~ alf(/31 ) "Y- a~azf ( /3z  ) ~ a la2aaf ( /3z  ) * 
• ala,, "'" a,~f(/3,,)  ~ ala., "" a,, =: es. 
But ~: = a ,a  2 " "a ,~ was an arbitrary element of N(M) .  So _,V(M) g L(G). 
Hence N(M) = L(G) and the theorem is proven. 
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4.4. THEOREM. For any tpda M, we can find a tally grammar G such that 
L(G) ~ N(M) .  Furthermore, if M is a pure tally pda, then G can be taken to 
be a pure tally grammar. 
Proof. Let M ----- (Z', A, 3, Z0, $, ¢) be a tpda. We will define a tally gram- 
mar Gsuch that L(G) ~- N(M) .  Let G = (-f', T, P, E, S, ], D, where, F ---- Z', 
T ~- A U {$, ¢}, E = {S, ¢}, S -~ Zo, ] and [ are two new symbols and P 
consists of the following productions. 
(i) a -+ $]7[t for all a, y and t such that (7, t) is in 3($, a). 
(ii) a -+ tl]7[t 2 for all a, 7, t x and t 2 such that (y, t~) is in 3(tl, a). 
(iii) a -~ tl]7[¢ for all a, t 1 and 7 such that, for some t~ in A, (7, t2) is in 
~(tl, 4) and ~(t.,, ¢) = {(A, ¢)}. 
(i is a special case of ii and so is redundant. It is included in the hope that it 
makes the construction clearer.) 
This construction is essentially the inverse of the construction given in 
Theorem 4.3 and the proof thatL(G) = N(M)  is the same as the correspond- 
ing proof of Theorem 4.3. 
In the case were M is a pure tally pda, we can modify the above construction 
so that G is a pure tally grammar. To accomplish this, define G as follows. 
Set G-  (/', T, P, E, S, ], D, whereF -  Z', T==E==A,  S=Z0, ]  and [ 
are two new symbols and P consists of all productions of the form a ---* t]y[t, 
where (y, t) is in 3(t, a). The symbol t denotes the unique element of A = T. 
This construction is the same as the one just given for arbitrary tpda's except 
that S, ¢, and t have been identified into a single symbol. By an argument 
similar to the one given for arbitrary tpda's, it follows that L(G) : :  N(M) ,  
when M is a pure tally tpda and G is the pure tally grammar described above. 
There are tally languages which are not L-languages. So we know, by 
Theorem 4.3, that tpda's define a wider class of languages than L-languages. 
There are natural restrictions that characterize various classes of L-languages. 
Theorems 4.3 and 4.4 characterize the OL-languages as those languages 
accepted by pure tally pda's. The next acceptor we define is called a depth 
m-tpda and will be seen to characterize the two-sided L-languages. Our 
discussion of depth m-tpda's will require the following result from Rozenberg 
(1973b). 
4.5. THEOREM (Rozenberg). Let L be any set of strings and let k, l, k', l' 
be positive integers uch that k _ l = k' + l'. L is a (k, l)L-language if and only 
i l L  is a (k', l')L-language. 
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The following chain of reasoning may help to motivate the definition of 
depth m-tpda's: We wish to define a class of automata that characterize the 
two-sided L-systems. By Theorem 4.5, we see that, in order to recognize all 
two-sided L-languages, it will suffice to recognize all (n, l)L-languages, for n 
greater than zero. We have already shown one way of starting with an arbitrary 
L-system and producing a tpda which recognizes the L-language that it 
generates. As a start toward obtaining the desired automaton, let us apply 
this construction to an arbitrary (n, 1)L-system. Suppose we are given an 
(n, 1)L-system. We can construct the canonical tally grammar associated with 
this L-system; we can then use Theorem 4.3 to obtain a tpda for this tally 
grammar. The tally symbols for this tpda are ordered pairs (cac 2 "" cn ,  c,~_13, 
where the first coordinate is a string of n input symbols and the second 
coordinate is a single input symbol. In a single move the tpda will do one of 
three type of moves: (1) transfer a tally symbol from the ordinary stack to 
the tally stack; (2) if tile top symbol of the ordinary stack equals the next input 
symbol, then it can remove this symbol from the ordinary stack and advance 
the input; or (3) it can "expand" the top symbol of the ordinary stack. (There 
are some other variations on these moves at the beginning and end of a 
computation. However, these details need not concern us at this point.) 
In some sense, the "expand" type of move is the key type of move. In the 
"expand" type of move the tpda finds a pair (£1£2 "'" £~ , C~t,--l) on the tally 
stack and an input symbol a on the ordinary stack. I f  
a -~ <caq "" c~,  c , ,  13]~[(blb2 -" b~, b~. 13 
is a production in the tally grammar, then the tpda removes (ClC 2 " .  c,~, C , _ l )  
from the tally stack and replaces ("expands") a by y(b lb  2 "" b , , ,  b,,+a ) .  In 
order for this production to be in the tally grammar, it must be true that 
a = c,_~t and b i == c i r .  1 , for i -- 1, 2,..., n. The str ingy and the symbol b,+ 1 
may be anything, depending on the particular (n, l)L-system we started out 
with. Thus one way to describe an arbitrary "expand" type of move is as 
follows. Suppose (CxC,,... c,,, c,_ 13 is on the tall3: stack. If a -= c,~._1, then remove 
@lC., " .  c ,  , c,,+~) from the tally stack and add (c2c a ... c,_ 1 , b,~. 13 and then ~, 
to the ordinary stack, where b,  1 is any input symbol and ~, is any string of 
input symbols. A depth n I 1-tpda simulates the type of tpda moves that 
we have been discussing. The basic difference between a depth n -i- l-tpda 
and the kind of tpda we have been considering is that the depth n t- I-tpda 
writes the n + 1 symbols q ,  c 2,..., c~+ t instead of the single symbol 
<qc 2 "" c , ,  c ,_13.  The depth n + l-tpda also has a special symbol called 
a "tag" which it uses to indicate the end of a block ofn -- 1-symbols. -'~ depth 
m-tpda is formally a new type of machine. However it is, in essence, a tpda 
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for recognizing the tally grammar corresponding to some (n, l)L-system, 
where m - n + 1. We will now describe the operations of a depth m-tpda 
in more detail. 
Informally, a depth m-tpda can be described as follows. It has the same 
basic configuration as any tpda, a one-way, read-only input tape and two 
pushdown stacks, one called the ordinary stack and the other called the tally 
stack. The tally stack holds symbols from the input alphabet (and the special 
symbols Z 0 and $). The ordinary stack holds symbols from the input alphabet 
plus a special tag symbol (plus the two special symbols Z 0 and ¢). In a single 
move the machine behaves as follows. If the tag symbol is on top of the ordinary 
stack, it removes the tag symbol and transfers the top m symbols of the ordinary 
stack onto the tally stack. If  there is a symbol from the input alphabet on top 
of the ordinary stack, then the machine may do two different sorts of things. 
If the symbol on the ordinary pushdown store matches the input symbol 
currently scanned, it can pop the symbol off of the stack and advance the 
input head to the next input symbol. If the symbol on the ordinary pushdown 
store matches the symbol on the tally pushdown store, it may do the following 
routine. (The symbols in parentheses are the names we used for the analogous 
symbols in the previous paragraph.) It removes the top symbol (a) from the 
ordinary stack, nondeterministically chooses any other input symbol or 
Zo(bn ~1) and puts this symbol on the ordinary stack, transfers the top m -- 1 
symbols (c 2 , c~ ,..., on+l) from the tally stack to the ordinary stack, places the 
tag symbol on the ordinary stack, on the basis of the symbol on the tally 
stack (ca) and the m-symbols under the tag on the ordinary stack, it non- 
deterministically chooses astring of input symbols (7) and places them on the 
ordinary stack; finally, it discards the top symbol (cl) of the tally stack. 
If  the top symbol of the ordinary stack is not the tag symbol, does not match 
the input and does not match the top symbol on the tally stack (and S is 
not on top of the tally stack and ¢ is not on the top of the ordinary stack), 
then the computation is aborted. Like an arbitrary tpda, the machine does 
a slight variation on the above routine at the beginning and end of a computa- 
tion. The machine accepts just like any tpda. We now give the formal defini- 
tion of a depth m-tpda. 
4.6. DEFIXlTIONS. 
4.6.1. Let m be an integer greater than or equal to 2. A depth m-tpda 
is defined to be a six-tuple M = (Z', 3, Z0, $, ¢, t), where Z' is a finite set of 
input symbols, Z 0 , $, ¢, and t are four symbols not in Z' and called the initial 
stack symbol, initial tally symbol, final tally symbol, and tag symbol, respec- 
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(i) 
(ii) 
3(ala2""a,,,  
(iii) 
O, v, and/3. 
(iv) 
tively, and 8 is a function from (Z' tO {Z0}) ' '  × 22 W {.2'.o} into finite nonempty 
subsets of £*. 
4.6.2. An instantaneous description (1D) of M is a four-tuple (0, v, % ~), 
where 0 and v are in X '~, c~ is in (22 k3 {t, Z0, $})*, and/3 is in (Z' k3 {t, Zo, ¢})*. 
The intuitive meaning of (0, v, a, 13) is exactly the same as that for an arbitrary 
tpda. 
4.6.3. The relation F--- M , or ~-- if M is understood, is defined as follows. 
It is binary relation on ID 's  which holds if any of the following conditions 
are satisfied. 
(0, v, S, aft) F--- M (0, v, $, ~tZ~-2ab/3) if y is in 8(Z~-la,  b). 
(0, v, c~ala 2 "" am , a~/3) ~--M (0, v, % ~,ta2a  "" a~b/3) if y is in 
, b).  
(0, av, x, a/3) ~---M (Oa, v, A,/3) for x :~ A or $, a in Z' and any 
(0, v, ~, tala2"" a,,fl) ~---M (0, v, aalaz --- am,/3) for any al ,  a., -.. a,n 
in £' t.) {Zo}. 
(v) (0, v, ~ala,, "" a,~_aZ,) , ¢) ~---M (0, v, c~,y) for 3, - A or ¢. 
4.6.4. N(M) ,  the language generated by 114, is defined exactly as it is 
for an arbitrary tpda. That is, it is the set of all strings ~: in Z'* such that 
(A. ~, S, Z0¢),*,. (~, A. A, A). 
The informal description of a depth m-tpda should have made it clear 
that a depth m-tpda is, in essence, a special kind to tpda and not a totally 
new construct. The next lemma shows this in a more formal way. 
4.7. L~M.~,tA. There is a natural equivalence between depth m-tpda's and 
tpda's M =-(Z' ,A,  8, Zo, $, ¢) which satisfy conditions (1)-(6) below, hi  
particular, a language is accepted by" a depth m-tpda i f  and only i f  it is accepted 
by a tpda satisfying conditions (1)-(6). 
(1) A is in one-to-one correspondence with (Xu  {Zo})". We will let (@ 
denote the element of A indexed by a under this correspondence. 
(2) I f (y ,  (bxb2 ... bin)) is in 8((qc,, "" %) ,  a), then a = c,~ and bl = ci+l 
fo r i  .... 1,2,..., m -- 1. 
(3) For each c x , c~ .... , c,,_~ , b and a in Z u {Zo) there is at least one y in 
22* such that (y, (c.,cz ... c,,_lab)) is in 3((qc2 ... cm_ta), a). 
(4) I f  (y , (6162". 'b , . ) )  is in 8($,a), then b,~-x==a and b x =b z= 
• "b , . _2  - -  Zo .  
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(5) For each a and b in Z, there is at least one y in Z* such that (y,< Z~-2 ab > ) 
is in 3($, a). 
(6) 3(<clc2 "" cm>, ¢) == {(A, ¢)) if c,~ == Z o and is empty if cm 4= Zo. 
Proof. Let M'  = (Z, 3', Zo, $, ¢, t) be a depth m-tpda. We will associate 
a tpda M with M'  such that N(M)  ---- N (M' )  and M satisfies conditions (1)-(6). 
Let M = (Z, A, 3, Zo, $, ¢), where A ---- (Z tJ {Zo)) m-1 × (Z u {Zo} ) and 3 
is defined as follows. 
(i) For an), cl,  c o ,..., Cm-l, a in Z u {Zo} , 8(<CLC 2 ... Cr,-1, a>, a) is 
the set of all pairs (y, <c2c 3 ... c,,_la , b>) such that y is in 3'(e2c ~ ... cm_xa, b). 
(ii) For all a in Z u {Zo} , 3($, a) is the set of all pairs (y, <Z~'-~a, b>) 
such that y is in 8'(Z~'-Xa, b). 
(iii) For all c1, c2""c,,_ x in Zw {Zo}, 8(<qc2".c, ,_ i ,  Zo> , ¢) = 
{(A, ¢)}. 
(iv) 3(x,y) is empty for all other arguments. 
Define a homomorphism p from (A t3 ($))* to (Z u ($})* byp(<cq a>) = mu 
and p($) = $. Define a second homomorphism h from (Z u A u {¢, Z0))* to 
(Z • (¢, Zo, t))* by h(<~, a>) = tc~a and h(x) - x for all other symbols. It is 
immediate from the definitions that for two ID's which can occur in some M 
computation, (0x, Vl, 0~1, 31) r----m (02, 1"2, CX2, 32) if and only if (0x, vl, p(cxl) , 
h(3x)) ~---M" (03, v2, P(o~2), h(32)). Hence, for any e in Z*, (A, ~e, $, Zo¢) ~---M 
(~e, A, A, A) if and only if(A, s e, $, Z0¢ ) ~--M' (~:, A A, A). So N(2]//) ---- N(M') .  
Since the above construction is completely reversible, we have established 
Lemma 4.7. 
4.8 LEMMA. For any nonempty set L of nonempty strings and any n > O, 
L is a (n, l)L-language if and only i l L  is accepted by some depth n + 1-tpda. 
Proof. Let D be a (n, 1)L-system. Let G be the canonical tally grammar 
associated with D and let M be the tpda associated with G by Theorem 4.3. 
Then N(M)  -- L(G) .... L(D) and M satisfies conditions (1) through (6) of 
Lemma 4.7 with m = n '-- 1. So, by Lemma 4.7, there is a depth n + l-tpda 
M'  such that N(M' )  ---- N (M)  = L(D). 
Conversely, let M be a depth n -  1-tpda, let M' be a tpda such that 
N(M' )  = N(M)  and M'  satisfies conditions (1) through (6) of Lemma 4.7. 
Let G be the tally grammar associated with M'  by Theorem 4.4. Then L(G) = 
N(M' )  = N(M) .  Also, G is clearly the canonical tally grammar associated 
with some (n, 1)L-system D. So there is an (n, 1)L-system such that L(D) 
L(G) = N(M).  
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The next theorem characterizes the two-sided L-languages as those 
languages accepted by depth m-tpda's for some m >/2. It is an immediate 
corollary of Lemma 4.8 and Theorem 4.5. 
4.9. THEORFM Let L be a nonempty set of nonempty strings and let k and l 
be any positive integers. L is a (k, l)L-language if and only if it is the language 
accepted by some depth (k +/)-tpda. 
5. SUMMARY 
We have defined a new class of grammars called tally grammars. The 
languages generated by these grammars include all the L-languages but also 
include other languages. We have given machine characterizations of tally 
languages, OL-languages, and two-sided L-languages. The following is a 
tabulation of the main results of this paper. 
5.1. THEOREM. Every L-language can be generated by some tally grammar. 
5.2. THEOREM. For any set L of nonempty words, L is generated by some 
tally grammar if and only i lL is accepted by some tpda. 
5.3. THEOREM. If L is any nonempty set of nonempty words, then the 
following statements are equivalent. 
(1) L is a OL-language. 
(2) L is generated by some pure tally grammar. 
(3) L is accepted by by some pure tally pda. 
5.4. TIIEOREM. Let h and l be positive integers. A nonempty set of nonempty 
strings is a (k, l)L-language if and only iJ it is the language accepted by some 
depth (k + l)-tpda. 
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